
The Unofficial And Unauthorised Guide To
Doctor Who: Unraveling the Time Lord's
Secrets
With over 50 years of history and an ever-growing fan base, Doctor Who has
become a cultural phenomenon that transcends time and space. The Unofficial
And Unauthorised Guide To Doctor Who is a comprehensive companion for both
newcomers and long-time fans alike. Step into the TARDIS and join us on an
exciting journey through the Whoniverse!

Exploring the Mysterious Doctor

Doctor Who, created by Sydney Newman and developed by BBC producer Verity
Lambert, first appeared on screens in 1963. The show follows the adventures of a
time-traveling alien known as the Doctor, who explores the universe in a
spaceship called the TARDIS. What sets Doctor Who apart is the Doctor's ability
to regenerate into a new form when near-death, allowing for fresh interpretations
of the character over the years.

The Unofficial And Unauthorised Guide To Doctor Who delves deep into the
character of the Doctor, exploring each incarnation's unique quirks, strengths,
and weaknesses. From William Hartnell's grumpy but lovable First Doctor to
Jodie Whittaker's groundbreaking Thirteenth Doctor, this guide covers all the
regenerations, shedding light on the various actors who brought the Time Lord to
life.
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The Wonders of the Whoniverse

Doctor Who is not just about the Doctor; it's a vast universe filled with diverse
planets, alien species, and mind-bending concepts. The Unofficial And
Unauthorised Guide To Doctor Who dives into this expansive universe,
showcasing its unforgettable characters, iconic monsters, and memorable
storylines.

Discover the Daleks, the Doctor's most persistent enemies, and learn about the
pivotal role they played in the show's history. Explore the mysterious creatures
called Weeping Angels, who move when you're not looking, and delve into the
complex mythology of the Time Lords, the Doctor's own gallifreyan species.

From classic episodes like "Genesis of the Daleks" to modern fan favorites like
"Blink," this guide offers episode guides and behind-the-scenes trivia that will
leave you craving to rewatch beloved Doctor Who moments while uncovering
hidden gems you may have missed.

Unraveling the Production Secrets
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Behind every great TV show lies a plethora of production secrets, and Doctor
Who is no exception. The Unofficial And Unauthorised Guide To Doctor Who
goes behind the scenes to reveal the making of this beloved series, shedding
light on the creative vision and technical wizardry that brought the Doctor's
adventures to life.

Learn about the ingenious way the TARDIS, bigger on the inside, is created using
forced perspective. Discover the iconic sound design that accompanied the
Doctor's journeys, including the unforgettable sound of the TARDIS
dematerializing. Dive into the meticulous costume designs that have shaped the
Doctor's ever-changing appearance, from the colorful scarves of the Fourth
Doctor to the tailored suits of the Tenth Doctor.

The Enduring Legacy of Doctor Who

Doctor Who has left an indelible mark on popular culture, inspiring generations of
fans and forever changing the landscape of science fiction television. The
Unofficial And Unauthorised Guide To Doctor Who celebrates the show's
enduring legacy, exploring its impact on society, its influence on other shows, and
its ability to adapt and survive over half a century.

From conventions and cosplay to fan theories and spin-offs, Doctor Who has
fostered a vibrant and dedicated fandom. This guide not only delves into the
fandom itself but also pays tribute to the dedicated fan community that has kept
the spirit of the show alive.

Grab Your Sonic Screwdriver and Dive In!

Whether you're a newcomer to the Whoniverse or a die-hard fan, The Unofficial
And Unauthorised Guide To Doctor Who is an essential companion that will
deepen your appreciation for the show's rich history and lore. Immerse yourself in



the adventures of the Doctor, uncover hidden secrets, and join the ranks of
devoted fans who have been captivated by this incredible show.

So put on your long scarf, grab your sonic screwdriver, and get ready to embark
on a journey through time and space. The TARDIS is waiting for you!
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Everything you ever wanted to know about the classic era of the cult BBC
television series Doctor Who (1963-1996) is contained in the two-volume set The
Television Companion.

On its first publication in 1998 by BBC Books, The Television Companion was
hailed as possibly the best guide ever to the BBC’s cult science fiction show
Doctor Who. Now Telos Publishing re-issues its own edition of the book in a
revised and updated two-volume version, which remains the definitive guide to
the television worlds and adventures of the Doctor and his companions.
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Every story from 1963 to 1996 is covered in depth in all aspects of production,
including plot details, cast and crew lists, episode endings, transmission dates,
memorable quotes and popular myths. In addition there is a comprehensive
analysis of every adventure, utilising reviews both contemporary and
retrospective from a wide variety of sources.

Volume 3 covers the eras of the Doctors portrayed by Tom Baker, Peter Davison,
Colin Baker, Sylvester McCoy and Paul McGann.

This is the essential companion for every trip you will ever take into the TV
universe of classic Doctor Who.

‘The bible …’ SFX magazine

‘Another superior effort from what I consider to be the finest Doctor Who
historians around. It is quite a hefty and involved read, and contains (almost)
everything you’d want to know about the best SF Tv series ever.’ Reviewer on
Amazon.co.uk.

‘If you’re looking for a Doctor Who episode guide, then you can stop looking as
this is by far the best book you can buy about the television series.’ Sean Brady
on Amazon.co.uk

‘What is most memorable about The Television Companion is the fact that every
story is given a balanced analysis – it’s not decreed that “Timelash” is bad, for
example, rather the authors draw upon a wide variety of opposing reviews
spanning the years to present a genuinely interesting study of every story – which
is altogether far more interesting than cut-and-dried opinions. The Television
Companion is indispensable to all fans of the television series, especially
because of the detail in which the Hartnell and Troughton stories are studied. The



emphasis is no more in-depth than any other era of the show, but seeing as many
of their stories no longer exist, it’s highly rewarding and an admirable asset to a
potentially video-biased read.’ Brad Schmidt in TSV (#56, October 1998)

The Lost Laughs of 50s and 60s Television: A
Trip Down Memory Lane
Television has come a long way since its earliest days, with a seemingly
endless supply of shows competing for our attention. However, it's
important not to forget the...

A Chronicle of All Film, Television, Radio, and
Stage Performances: Unveiling the World of
Entertainment
In the vast realm of entertainment, performances have always held a
special place. Film, television, radio, and stage productions have
captivated audiences around the...

Unlocking the Secrets: What You Can Learn
From Tigran Petrosian's Extraordinary
Defensive Skills
Chess is a game of strategy and intellect. It requires a deep
understanding of the game, anticipation of your opponent's moves, and
the ability to defend against any threats...
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7 Powerful ACT Practices to Aid Recovery from
Trauma and Deal with Anxiety – Your Journey
Starts Here!
Trauma can leave deep wounds on our mind and body, often hampering
our ability to lead a happy and fulfilling life. Overcoming trauma and
dealing with anxiety can seem like...

Week On Ward: Witness the Transformative
Journey of Patients
Every day, countless lives are transformed within the walls of hospitals,
and patients embark on a journey of recovery and hope. Week On Ward,
a groundbreaking...

Unveiling the Heartbreaking Journey: How The
Wounded Return From America Wars Dispatch
America has always been a nation that values the bravery and sacrifice
of its servicemen and women. These brave individuals serve in various
wars and conflicts,...

Discover the Fascinating World of Very Short
Introduction Very Short Introductions
If you enjoy learning about a wide range of subjects, from history and
science to philosophy and art, you need to dive into the world of Very
Short Very Short s. This...
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Bipolar Disorder Depression Anxiety Panic
Attacks And More
Bipolar disorder, depression, anxiety, and panic attacks are all mental
health conditions that can severely impact an individual's daily life. These
conditions can make a...
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